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WEAK INTEGRAL CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
AND OPERATOR MEASURES

WILLIAM V. SMITH AND DON H. TUCKER

An integration theory for vector functions and operator-valued
measures is outlined, and it is shown that in the setting of locally convex
topological vector spaces, the dominated and bounded convergence theo-
rems are almost equivalent to the countable additivity of the integrating
measure. The measures studied are those representing the continuous
linear operators on a space of continuous functions. When certain
restrictions are imposed on the space involved, actual equivalence of
countable additivity and the above theorems obtains, as well as equiva-
lence of certain compactness properties of the operator being repre-
sented. An example is given which shows that, in general spaces, conver-
gence in measure no longer implies the almost everywhere convergence
of a subsequence.

Introduction. One of the more useful and interesting aspects of
integrals of scalar-valued functions with respect to scalar-valued measures
is that such integrals exhibit certain weakened forms of continuity with
respect to integrands, e.g., the dominated convergence theorem, the mono-
tone convergence theorem and the bounded convergence theorem. Profes-
sor Angus Taylor once remarked to the second author that one of the
detractions from integrals with respect to vector- and operator-valued
measures was the unavailability of such convergence theorems.

There are two possible starting points for such theorems; first, where
the integrands converge in measure; second, where the integrands con-
verge pointwise almost everywhere. It was shown in [23] that for the
vector-valued cases, these types of convergence are not related as they are
in the usual scalar case. Examples are given there which show that neither
type of convergence implies the other, and an example is given of a
scalar-valued sequence which converges pointwise everywhere to 1 and in
measure to zero. The examples given there possess pathologies due to the
nature of the measure and the measurable sets. However, such pathologies
can occur when the measure space is well behaved and the range space for
the functions is ill structured. We give an example in this paper of a
sequence of vector-valued functions on [0,1] (where the measurable sets
are the Lebesgue measurable sets and the measure is Lebesgue measure)
which converge in measure but no subsequence converges almost every-
where.
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In [23] it was shown that for the case of convergence in measure,
where the measure came from a representation theorem for a continuous
linear operator on a space of continuous vector-valued functions with the
uniform topology, both a bounded convergence theorem and a dominated
convergence theorem hold. In practice, convergence in measure may not
be as easily determined as pointwise convergence, thus the second situa-
tion seems to be worth careful scrutiny. It is to this case that we direct our
attention.

We will show that for a representing measure, countable additivity or
continuity of μ in a given topology implies both a bounded convergence
theorem and a dominated convergence theorem in a similar topology. A
converse theorem also holds with a change of topologies, and equivalence
holds in the case of Banach spaces. As it happens, each of these is also
equivalent to a type of weak convergence on the operator which is
represented by the measure and thus we are able to classify those
operators for which the convergence theorems hold. In general, represent-
ing measures are only finitely additive but do exhibit countable additivity
in a certain weaker topology (see [10], [11], [25]).

The reason for restricting our attention to representing measures is
two-fold. First it allows us to formulate the results in terms of the
operators represented; second, there is the technical need to relate the
additivity of the measure to the topology of the domain space of the
integrands; this second need occurs at an application of the uniqueness of
a regular representing measure. If one had begun with such a regular Borel
measure which was of bounded semivariation it would indeed have been a
representing measure. Thus the use of the term representing measure
rather than regular Borel measure of bounded semivariation is a matter of
taste.

1. Notation and integration. The representation theory with which
we concern ourselves is that developed by R. K. Goodrich in [10] and [11].
We preserve certain facets of the Goodrich notation but do not repeat the
development.

In order to state our results in a setting sufficiently general to include
a large number of the known integration theorems, we give a brief
development of a theory of integration in locally convex topological vector
spaces. The resulting integral is not the most general possible, but it
suffices for our purposes, namely it allows us to prove the results only
once. It is not our intent to intoduce yet another integral for investigation,
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but rather to investigate the problem raised by Taylor for the case of
representing measures.

We begin by defining an integral for functions with values in a locally
convex topological vector space with respect to an operator-valued mea-
sure μ using a generalization of the methods indicated in Hahn [13] and
Vitali [24]. X and Y denote locally convex topological vector spaces, {p}
and {q} separating families of seminorms on X and Γ, respectively. Let H
be a set, D a δ-ring of subsets of H, μ a function mapping D into L{ X, 7),
the space of linear operators from X into Y with the property that if El9

E2<ED, Eλ Π E2 = 0 and x E X, then xμ{Eλ U E2) = xμ(Eλ) +
xμ(E2). LC(X,Y) denotes the continuous operators in L(X9 Y). An
X- valued Z)-simple function/is a function of the form

/(A) = Σ XiXEl(h)>
i=\

where χE is the characteristic function of the set Ei9 Et E A xt E X, for
each / and Ei Π Ej= 0 (i φj). Let S be the σ-ring generated by D.
Recall that in a δ-ring, if A E Z), and £ G S , then A ΠE ED (see
Dinculeanu [3, p. 6]). This allows us to define the integral of the Z)-simple
function/on a set E E S as

Σxiμ(EiΠE)=ffdμeY.
i = l ^

We assume that for any ήf E {ήf} there is a /? E {/?} such that the
following quantity is a finite non-negative number if E E S:

sup {4(/£/φ)|/K/(Λ))<lforallΛ E £} < oo.
/, Z)-simple

We call this the ̂ p-semivariation of μ on E and write μqp{E) for this
number. A set E E 5 will be said to be of measure zero if for all K E A
K QE.wc have μ(#) = the zero operator.

If m is a Y-valued set function defined on S, then for each q E
the g-semivariation of m on a set £ E S is defined to be

I {Et} C 5; {α,} C C;
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We denote this quantity by\\m\\q(E). For each q and E we have

sup q(m(F)) <\\m\\q{E) < 4 sup q(m(F)).
FQE FQE

For each/? E {/?}, Xp will denote the Banach space (2?-space) given by the

/7-norm completion of the normed linear space X/keτ(p). The same

notation will hold for Y.

If Z is a topological space, B(Z) denotes the collection of Borel

subsets of Z.

DEFINITION 1. M will denote the class of all functions from H into X

such t h a t / i s strongly measurable in each Xp. That is, for each/? E {/?},

there exists a sequence of Z>-simple functions {fnp} s.t. p(fnp(h) —/(A))

-> 0 as n -* oo for almost all A E AT. The set of measure zero implied by

the "almost all" phrase may depend on/?.

At this point we assume, until otherwise noted, that for all x E X,

xμ(-) is a countably additive 7-valued measure, i.e. μ c.a. (countably

additive) will always mean xμ(-) is c.a. for each x E X and for some

locally convex topology on Y. Furthermore we will assume Y is quasicom-

plete (bounded closed sets in Y are complete), although in many cases we

do not require such a strong restriction.

LEMMA 1.2 (An Egoroff Theorem). Let {fnp} denote a sequence of X

valued D-simple functions for each p E {/?) and suppose that for each /?,

fnp{h) ->/(Λ) in Xpforallh E H. Define

m

/<9r eαcA f G S , ^ E {#}. ΓAe« mq is a countably additive Yq-valued

measure. For every q E {#}, /? E {/?} απd E E S, there exist sets N? and

{HJt=ι such that E/Nξ = U * = 1 i / £ , >vAm? /Λ/, ^ f uniformly in Xp on

HPJor each k = (1,2,3,...). Furthermore Hξk C Hjjk+ι9 Hp

qk E i) (/or each

k) and

L = 0; Λ = 1,2,.

Proof. Since mq is a c.a. ϊ^-valued measure, it has a control measure

λ^ (see [5, IV 10.5]). The proof now proceeds as in that found in Halmos

[14, p. 88] using the measure λ .
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LEMMA 1.3 (̂ 4 Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem). Let {mn}™={ denote a
sequence of set functions mapping S into Γ, and suppose for each £ G S ,
limn_^oomn(E) = m(E) exists. If mn is c.a. for each n, then so is m\ the
sequence {mn} is uniformly countably additive and converges uniformly to
m. Furthermore, for each q E {#}, {H/wJÎ JJLi is a uniformly continuous
sequence.

Proof. Consider the 2?-spaces Yq9 q E {q}. The result now follows
from the Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem in ^-spaces (see [5, IV 10.6]).

DEFINITION 1.4. Let {/„} denote a sequence of Z>-simρle functions
and suppose fn(h) -> f(h) for each h E H (then / E M). Suppose the
integrals {//„ dμ) are uniformly c.a. Y-valued measures (on S). Then we
say / E R\, the first integral class (the D-simple functions will be denoted
as R°s), or / is integrable of class 1. (The R is for F. Riesz, who used a
similar definition.)

T H E O R E M 1.5. For each f E R̂ 1 there exists a unique countably additive
Y-valued measure Nf such that if {/„} is any sequence satisfying Definition
1.4 then \imμ_ ^ jEfn dμ exists uniformly in EES and Nf(E) —

Proof. Fix {/„} as in Definition 1.4, q E {q} and EES. Let/? E {p}
be such that μqp is finite on D. Apply Lemma 1.2 and notice that for any
D-simple function g,

? ίgdμ) < sup p(g(h))μ (E).

Then with {fn},q and/? prescribed we have

HξkΠE E\NqP\HPk

< sup p{fn{h)-fm{h))μqp{HPk)

f
Έ\N?\HPk JL fmdμ

The last two terms, for large k, are uniformly small in n and m,
respectively. By the preceding argument and the usual observations (see
[15, p. 80]), we see the limit does not depend on {/„}. Application of
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Lemma 1.3 shows the limit exists uniformly in E E S. Finally note that
for this argument, Y need only be sequentially complete.

DEFINITION 1.6. Let / E R .̂ If Nf is the corresponding measure, we
define the indefinite integral of f to be Nf and write JEfdμ = Nf(E)
(EES).

REMARKS 1.7 (i) If/„ E R\ and/„(/*) -»f(h) a.e., then/ E M and the
conclusion of Lemma 1.2 holds for this sequence.

(ii) It is easily shown that for each/ E R\, q E {q} and correspond-
ing/7 E {/?} that

lim (fdμ = 0.

(iii) If/ E R\ then

(t)
h(ΞE

Proof of (ϋϊ).

where {/„} is a sequence //<//x and EES. Fix /? E {/?} so that μ^ is
finite on E and let {Hf[k}, etc. be as in Lemma 1.2. We then have

^q[ί fmdμ)+qlf fdμ)
\JHPk I \JE\N*\Ht;k I

=S sup p { f M ) β j H > k ) + qlf f n d μ ) .
hHfr qP \JE\NP\HP )

By uniform countable additivity (Definition 1.4) the last term in ($) can
be made small (uniformly in n) by choosing k large enough. By Lemma
1.2 the first term in {%) can be made as close to

sup p(f(h))βjHPk)

as we like, which is less than or equal to the RHS of (f). The first term on
the RHS of (*) can be made as small as we like by choosing n large — this
shows (f) holds.
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(iv) By Lemma 1.3 we see that / E R1, if and only if there is a
sequence {/„} c R°s s.t. fn(h) -*f(h) a.e. and lim^^ jEfndμ exists for
each E E S.

DEFINITION 1.8. Suppose Ω is the first uncountable ordinal and a is
an ordinal a < Ω. Then either (i) γ has an immediate precedessor, /?, or (ii)
γ is a limit ordinal. In either case define R^ to be the collection of all
functions which are pointwise a.e. limits of sequences in U y g < γ R^ such
that the limits of the integrals exist (setwise onS) , or, equivalently by
Remark 1.7(iv), the integrals of such a sequence are uniformly c.a.

If is clear that the classes R" (a < Ω) are monotone under inclusion
and are each contained in M.

DEFINITION 1.9. We call a function integrable if it is the pointwise
limit (a.e.) of a sequence of functions contained in U α < Ω R " , the corre-
sponding sequence of integrals converging setwise on S. The integral of
such a function is defined to be the limit of the sequence of integrals. By
our construction, integrable functions are those which lie in one of the
classes R α

5 (α<Ω).

REMARKS 1.10. It is well known that in general spaces X, the point-
wise limit / of a sequence fn of functions which are themselves pointwise
limits of simple functions may not be the pointwise limit of a sequence of
simple functions. This of course is the reason for Definitions 1.8 and 1.9
(see Thomas [21]). Our construction in Definition 1.8 collapses when X is
metrizable. That is, R^ = Ra

s for each α. An examination of the previous
development shows that if there is a/? E {p} s.t. for each q E [q] μqp is
finite on Z), we may assume X is a subspace of Xp. Again, our construc-
tion collapses (with appropriate restrictions). In fact, if such a p exists, we
can relax the definition of M as well. If the range of μ contains an
operator in LC(X9 Y) with kernel = {0^} (the additive identity in X), then
the existence of such a/? shows that Zis a /?-space with norm/?. Of course
we may add other hypotheses to our assumptions about the functions μqp

— continuity for example. Any of these assumptions will tend to "in-
crease" the set of functions which we can show directly to be integrable.
For example, if H is a compact Hausdorff space, with D = B(H) and
/ E C(H) (the continuous X-valued functions on if), then if there exists a
p E { ί ) s.t. for each q E {q} μqp is finite on Z>, or if bounded sets in X
are metrizable, or if X has the strict Mackey convergence property (see
Gilliam [8]), then/E R1^ (also see [22]).
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DEFINITION 1.11. A sequence of functions {/„} is said to converge to
a function / in semivariation if, for each K G Z>, q G {q} and p G {/?},
such that μqp is finite on elements of D9 and for each e > 0, there is an
N >: 1 and a set D(ε, n, K, q, p) G D such that n > N =* βqp

(D(ε, n, K, q, p)) < ε, where

D(e,n,K,q,p)DKn{h\p(fn(h)-f(h))>:ε}.

Definition 1.11 does not employ our earlier assumption that xμ(-) is
countably additive. If H G D one can replace K by H and simplify the
definition. Furthermore, if {/„} and / are measurable, then the set [h\
p(fn(h) — f(h))>ε) is in D and one can dispense with the set
D(ε9n9K9q9 p)9 simplifying the definition even more to resemble the
usual notion of convergence in measure.

We now give an example which shows that the usual relationship
between convergence in measure and pointwise convergence may not hold
if X fails to be metrizable.

EXAMPLE. Let H = [0,1], and S = the σ-algebra of Lebesgue mea-
surable subsets of [0,1]. μ is Lebesgue measure and X—R1, where
/ = [0,1] and R is the set of real numbers with its usual topology. Choose
a sequence of real-valued functions converging in measure to some con-
stant c, but pointwise nowhere on H. Define {/„} as follows: fn(t) =
(fn(t))iBf9 where {/w

0} is the sequence of real-valued functions above. For
/τ^0, let Q — {{nk}\{nk} C i V ( = natural numbers) and fn°k converges
a.e. on H}. Q and [0,1] have the same cardinality, so choose some
one-to-one correspondence between them, denoted by /: <-> Z where Z G Q,
i G [0,1]. To define {/„'}£=,, let Z = {nk} ~ /,/„' = fn° when n Φ nk9 and,
when n = nl9 let/^ =/,°, n = n2Jn2 =/2

0> etc. Then {//J^, converges in
measure to c and nowhere on H. Furthermore, {/̂ } has the same
property when [nk] E Q and {nk} — Z ++i. It follows that {fn} con-
verges in measure, but no subsequence converges a.e.

2. Main results.

REMARKS 2.1. We wish to remark that a portion of our results can be
stated without reference to linear operators. However, we emphasize that
the questions investigated here arise most naturally in the operator-theo-
retic context. The fact that representing measures are "weakly" c.a. is the
whole point of our exercise here. This fact gives our integration theory its
utility and allows the proofs to go through in the vector function-operator
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measure case, which is essentially different from the ordinary vector
measure case; in fact, our weak c.a. has no genuine analogue there.

Before stating the main theorems we recall some facts about repre-
senting measures and other topics. Y' is the continuous dual of 7, Y" the
continuous bi-dual. Let σ(Y'\ Y') denote the Yr topology of Y" and let
{q'} be a family of seminorms generating this topology. Since representing
measures can be taken as being defined on B(H) (see [10]), H a compact
Hausdorff space, and are L"(X, 7)-valued, xμ(-) being countably addi-
tive in the ( F T ' ) topology for each x E X, we may define our integral
with convergence in {q'} rather than {#"}, where {q"} denotes the family
of continous seminorms generating the topology on Y" sometimes called
the "ε 0 0 topology" [20, p. 71], which is the usual norm topology of Y"
when Y is a normed space. If μ is such a representing measure, then for
each q" E {q") there is a p" E {/?"} s.t. fiq.,p,. is finite on D. Of course
when/is integrable with respect to a measure countably additive in the ε00

topology, it is integrable in the {qf} topology to the same value. For
definition of the terms C + (H), Γ+ , R, etc. which occur in the statements
and proofs of the following theorems, we refer to Goodrich [10] and [11].

In Theorems 2.2-2.4, H is a compact T2 space and C(H, X) is the
space of continuous X-valued functions defined on H.

THEOREM 2.2. Let T be a continuous linear operator mapping C(H, X)
into Y, and let μ be its representing measure defined on B(H). If xμ(-) is
c.a. for each x EL X in the ε00 topology (integration is in the ε00 topology)
then:

(1) For each x E X, if {/„} C C+(77) with fn(h) ->/(A) a.e. and
Il/Jloo - M < °°> then {τ+(xfn)} is Cauchy in the ε00 topology.

(2) // {/„} C Uα<ΩR,«, fn{h) ->f(h) a.e., and for each q" E {q"}
there exists an integrable function gq,, such that for all E E B(H),

then f is integrable, and if {/„} C Domain(Γ+), then {T+(fn)} is Cauchy
in the ε00 topology.

Proof. For (1) it suffices to deal with the ̂ -spaces Yq,,. \\ - \\ will denote
the q" norm in Yfi. Γ+ and C+(H) are defined in [10], where the
associated algebra of sets R is defined as well. Y* will denote the
continuous dual of Yq,,.
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Fix x E X and let fn > 0, {/„} C C+ (H) satisfying the hypothesis in
(1). For each n choose a sequence of simple functions {gnj}T=\ converging
pointwise up to/Λ. (It is enough to show (1) holds in the case/^ > 0.)

kn

For simplicity we suppress the n. For any E £ B{H),

k

ί xgdμ = 2 α. £,).

Let_F* G Y*. Then (assume }>* is real and ||j>*|| < 1)

Π
ί = l

E,) + Σ_ fl^

(where Σ+ indicates the sum of the positive terms, Σ_ the negative)

< Σ+ a,y*xμ{E Π E,) - Σ_ aty*xμ{E ΓΊ £,.)

< Λ/|j*(Σ+ xμ{E Π £,) - Σ_ ̂ ju(£ Π £,))|

(recall α; > 0)

< M | | Σ + - Σ _ | | < M 2 s u p \\xμ{F)\\
FQE

<2M\\xμ\\(E)

(\\xμ\\ denotes the ^"-semivariation of xμ).

Therefore

sup
FQE

<2M\\xμ\\{E)

for all sets E E B(H). Since xμ(-) is a c.a. 7^,-valued measure on the
σ-algebra B(H), it has a control measure λx. This implies that the
collection of countably additive measures {/(.)*£,,,, dμ}* / = 1 is uniformly
c.a. By Theorem 1.5 we have limι^00jFxgrιidμ = jFxfndμ uniformly in
F E B(T). Furthermore, {f(.)Xfndμ} is a family of uniformly c.a. mea-
sures, so, by Theorem 1.5, jExfn dμ -* fExfdμ as n -» oo for each £ E

). This concludes the proof of (1).
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For (2), since / gq»dμ is a c.a. 7"-valued measure, in the 5-sρace Y'j,
it has continuous g"-semivariation. It follows that the sequence {//„ dμ)
is uniformly c.a. in Y'q',,. By the proof of Theorem 1.5 it is Cauchy.
Whenever both the Goodrich integral and our integral exist, they are
equal on H. D

Theorem 2.2 has the following converse. Integration is in the σ( Y'\ Y')
sense.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose μ represents the operator T as in Theorem 2.2
and suppose (1) or (2) of Theorem 2.2 holds. Then xμ is c.a. in the ε00

topology for all x E X.

Proof. If (1) holds choose {Et}f=ι C i ? , £ i i 0 , ^ G l The functions
χEι are bounded (by 1) on H and therefore [T+(xχE)} is Cauchy in Y".
But Γ+ (xχE) = xμ(Ei). Choose / e yr. Then y'xμ{Et) ->0 so
\vmLi^^xμ{Ei) — 0 r,. Now select {£,} C R, EXΦ> 0 but Γ\Eι not neces-
sarily in R. Then again by (1), xμ(£z) - > / ' e Y"'. Therefore by [2,
Corollary 18: vii *=> iii] xμ( ) is strongly bounded, so by the Kluvanek
Extension Theorem [17, ix=>i], xμ(-) has a unique extension to B(H)
which is c.a. Of course this must agree with our old μ since it was c.a. in
the σ( 7", Y') topology. If (2) holds, the proof is identical. D

DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose M is a topological vector space and iV is
locally convex with u: M -» N a linear mapping, u is said to be weakly
compact if for some neighborhood u of zero in M9 u(U) is relatively
compact in the σ(N, N') topology.

If T: C(H, X) -> Y is linear, we define the operators Tx (for x G X)
on C(H), with its sup norm topology, to Fby

Tx(f) = T(x-f).

THEOREM 2.5. Let μ be the representing measure for T. The following
are equivalent'.

(i) Tx is weakly compact for every x.
(ii) xμ(E) E Yfor all x and E.

(iii) μx is c.a. in the ε00 topology.

REMARK 2.6. The reader should note that the compactness property in
(i) does not imply T is weakly compact on C(H, X). An example
illustrating this is given in Dobrakov [4] for Banach spaces.
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Proof. We show (i) => (ϋ) => (iii) => (i). (i) => (ii). By Lewis [18] there
exists a unique measure m: B(H) -» Γsuch that m is regular and Tx(f) =
j H f dm where the integral is ours. But by Goodrich [11], x is the unique
(weakly) regular measure such that Tx(f) = / fdμx (we use dμx to indi-
cate integration with respect to xμ( •)).

Thus m(K) = xμ(K) for K E R by (1) of Theorem 2.2. It follows by
the Kluvanek Extension Theorem [17] (as in Theorem 2.3) that m — xμ on
B(H). Thus xμ(E) E Yfor all x E X md all E E Y.

(ii) => (iii). This follows immediately from the Grothendieck extension
of Pettis' Theorem [12] and the fact that μ is a representing measure.

(iii) => (i). Let 7̂ ** denote the second adjoint of Tx. By (1) of Theorem
2.3 we have T**(C+(H)) C 7. Since Y is quasicomplete, Theorem 9.3.1
of Edwards [7] implies Tx is weakly compact. D

We now define an integral which will be useful in case xμ(-) is only
finitely additive for x E X. We use the technique of Bartle [1]. For now
suppose H E D.

DEFINITION 2.7. Let {/„} be a sequence of £>-simple functions con-
verging in semivariation to a function /. Let the integrals of fn be
uniformly absolutely continuous, i.e.

lim ίfndμ

(with convergence uniform in n). We then say / is 5-integrable with
respect to the finitely additive measure μ.

LEMMA 2.8. Let f be B-integrable and {/„} as in Definition 2.4. Then
lim^oo/n dμ exists for each E E D and, furthermore, convergence is uni-
form in E. If {gn} is any other sequence as in Definition 2.4, then
Km fE gn dμ = Km fEfndμ.

The proof of Lemma 2.8 is similar to that of Bartle [1, Theorem 1],

DEFINITION 2.9. If /is J?-integrable, and {/„} is as in Definition 7, we
write

f fdμ= lim ί fndμ.

REMARKS. It is easily seen that if {/„} is a sequence of 5-integrable
functions and lim^^/^/^ dμ converges uniformly in E, then {/ fndμ\ is
a uniformly absolutely continuous (with respect to μ) sequence of finitely
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additive measures on D. Assume xμ( ) is c.a. for each x E X and H E D.
Then the following proposition holds:

PROPOSITION. //{/„} is a sequence of D-simple functions converging in
semi-variation to a function f, where some subsequence {fnk} converges to f
a.e., then f is B integrable implies f is integrable and the two integrals have
the same value in Y.

In case X is metrizable, or whenever convergence in semivariation
implies pointwise convergence of a subsequence as above, then Theorem
2.2 and 2.3 can be combined by interpreting all integrals which occur as
Bartle integrals. The only change required being the modification of
statement (2) of Theorem 2.2, dropping the phrase "/ is integrable".
Conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2.5 would then join in this equivalence as
well.

While it is possible to construct integrals which are of a more general
type than either of those given in this paper, these usually involve
integration of objects other than functions, e.g. see [6] and [23]. Such
integrals are useful for many purposes, however they usually sacrifice
something in terms of giving information about the objects integrated [19].
Nevertheless, the reader should note that for these more general types of
integrals Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 remain valid since our hypotheses restrict
the objects to be integrated to functions, and integration in the sense of
Definition 1.9 would generally imply integration in the more general
cases.

In [6] more general types of representation theorems (in normed
spaces) are considered. We note that for these, Theorem 2.2 is easily seen
to be true; while in the case of Theorem 2.3 we require some form of
countable additivity to be present, e.g. weak* countable additivity on
some field of sets whose characteristic functions he in F+ (see Theorem
2.2 of [6] for this notation). We can then extend to the smallest σ-field
containing this field as in Theorem 2.3. Ideally one wants that for each
A E D9 the characteristic function χA should lie in F+ though this is
certainly not always true. For the normed case of Goodrich [10] see
Uherka [25] and §4 of [6].
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